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Tier / Randomly 
Reason for Rejection 

Group Selected KIA 
1/1 000022AK3.05 Unable to create RO level, psychometrically sound question that properly 

(0. #43) discriminates. Replaced with systematically selected KIA 000022AK3.02 
with same APE and category to keep outline balanced. Updated ES-401-
2. 

1/1 000055 2.4.41 Unable to create RO level , psychometrically sound question that properly 
(0. #50) discriminates. Replaced with systematically selected KIA 000055 2.4.18 

different generic KIA with the same EPE to keep outline balanced. 
Updated ES-401-2. 

2/1 0072.2.36 Randomly selected KIA (Ability to analyze the effect of maintenance 
(0. #77) activities, such as degraded power sources, on the status of limiting 

conditions for operations) has no application to the System associated in 
the random selection (no Tech Spec application). Systematically applied 
the same generic KIA to a different system (022) within the same tier/group 
to keep outline balanced. Updated ES-401-2. 

2/1 076 A2.02 Unable to create SRO level question that properly discriminates. Replaced 
(0. #80) with systematically selected KIA 010 A2.02 from a different system but the 

same stem statement from same category (A2) to keep outline balanced. 
Updated ES-401-2. 

2/2 0000862.4.34 Unable to create SRO level, psychometrically $,QJ;Jnd question that properly 
(0. #83) discriminates for the original randomly selec!.~d 'K/A (Knowledge of RO 

tasks performed outside the ,main}gpntrol room during an emergency the 
resultant operational effects). Syst~matically selected another generic KIA 
(2.2.25) to apply to an Ul;jsa{l1pled Tieh2/Group 2 system (027) to keep 
outline balanced. Updated ES-401 ,.2. 

1/2 000060 A2.03 Randomly selecte~'KtA (~!~ps necessary to isolate a given radioactive gas 
(0. #90) leak, using P& IDS), ~V~r!ap~with previous question (0. #9) on RO portion 

of exam and,~~ere is'i9odilference between RO and SRO level knowledge 
for using P&' lGlt0get~rmine system isolation boundaries. As a result, 
indep~ndent ofth.f:( previous question, unable to create SRO level question 
that pr"Qperly discriminates. Sytematically replaced with KIA from same 
catego,y.i'(.Af) but previously unsampled EPE (W/E03) to keep outline 
pa,l,anced.. l1.Jpdated ES-401-1 . 
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